
SCP ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
MINUTES 

August 7, 2006, 8:30 -10:00 
 

Present:  J. Dooley, S. Gardner, V. Grahame, L. Hsiung , J. Riemer (chair),  A. 
Tarango, E. McCracken, C. McEwan (recorder) 
, 
 
1) What policies are being followed on 856 and 793 fields for locally-licensed 

resources?  
a) Are we following the practice of SCP at the local level and pointing to UC 

eLinks? 
i) UCSD had not had the conversation about this yet. 
ii) Adolfo reported that Ivy Anderson (CDL) was concerned that a section 

of the syntax of the OpenURL was not appropriate. 
(1) Mary Health is addressing this, so campuses should hold off 

instituting OpenURLs for local instances in SFX 
(2) SCP newly cataloged titles use OpenURL, and as a first phase, for 

previously cataloged titles, UCSD is only changing native URLs to 
OpenURLs in the PID server.  The latter are not being redistributed.  
In a second phase, the PIDs in the bib records will be replaced by 
SFX OpenURLs, and records will be redistributed at this point. 
(a) Problems with OpenURL: systematically changing to OpenURL 

in PID server; some targets return too many hits/articles (Project 
Muse); Margery has alluded to the fact that we may have to use 
different syntax for some resources which may mean that if the 
syntax for that target changes, SCP will have to redistribute 
records; less efficient than PID server; coverage less timely in 
SFX; UCSD has to create extra files for titles not in SFX GKB; 
delay in Margery being able to deal with UCSD’s reports (100s 
of titles) about SFX titles; finding or creating local instances in 
SFX for campuses; some targets have subsets (Elsevier) 
causing links to  duplicate all titles causing cluttered display It 
may take Ex LIbris some time to tweak the software to fix 
duplicate links as this is a special need for UCs;  when local 
instances change to CDL/SCP resources, more labor is required 

(3) Campuses can consider moving toward OpenURLs, but should 
hold off, pending discussions at CDL on Aug. 23 involving Margery 
Tibbetts, Adolfo, and Linda Barnhart. 

(4) Concerns from public service librarians include length of 
OpenURLs, bad coverage data, links not working, and no help 
button.  Report complaints to CDL. [Update: Margery has added the 
“Report problems with UC-elinks" and "Need Help? Ask a Librarian" 
buttons to the SFX menu.] 

b) Could the page for SCP-AC include a link to the SCP page?  Agreed  
c) Will one of these pages be posting documentation for coding 856s now?  



The SFX OpenURL syntax can be found on the e-resources tracking 
page. This page also contains documentation on the 856s.  

d) It is possible to create/use 793s at individual campuses, consulting the 
SCP authority list … 
Adolfo will distribute UCSD’s local documentation on 793s to AC. The AC 
can revise for the campuses. 
i) Campuses not using 793:  Davis, Irvine, and Merced. 
ii) Santa Cruz beginning to; Berkeley using  730’s instead of 793 and 

currently discussing it  
iii) Campuses asked to report new locally created 793s to Renee in San 

Diego and a separate web page can be created to list these, 
2)  Formation of CAMCIG and its relationship to SCP AC 

a) In approving the CAMCIG charge SOPAG asked for close coordination 
and more organized consultation with SCP as CAMCIG develops. 
CAMCIG will be evaluated after one year. 

b) Both groups currently report directly to HOTS. 
3) General SCP update (Adolfo)  

a) Approval from CDL to hire a Chinese cataloging librarian for SCP: full time, 
1 year temporary, entry level.  Top priority is Chinese Academic Journals. 

b) Access level serial record discussed.  Each campus to review final report 
and report comments to Adolfo by Aug. 18th how this may effect SCP work 
and standards 

c) UC CONSER Funnel report. San Diego, Davis and Irvine contributing to 
CONSER.  Berkeley has one more site visit before participating. SCCTP 
Basic Serial Cataloging workshop at Berkeley (including Davis staff) with 
trainers Adolfo and Manuel Urrizola (UCI) was a great success.  Advanced 
workshop in Sept. is full 

d) SCP still processing EEBO records. 
4) Other agenda item added 

a) RLIN use in UCs?  UCLA, San Diego and Irvine have limited use (cost). 
Berkeley is a member and some cataloging units (music, language) use it. 

5) Announcements 
a) LC series change.  Some campuses using SCP survey to canvass Public 

Services.  Most campuses holding off on final decision.  The CAMCIG will 
discuss this. 

b) Open Content Alliance meeting in July.  Internet Archive will add URLs 
(ARKs) with print-version records previously harvested.  CDL will pass that 
or a fuller version of the MARC record along to SCP.  SCP will create and 
distribute e-version records to campuses.  . Test of 1000 sample records 
expected in the fall.  If there is a multi-part resource, separate records for 
each piece likely from Internet Archive; ideal would be a monographic set 
record paralleling the print. Images will be archived in CDL Digital 
Preservation Repository and in Internet Archive.  URLs will point to the 
latter.  Rigorous quality assessment guidelines for reviewing the 
digitization work have not been implemented yet. 



6) Next Meeting:  Monday, Sept 25th, 8:30 – 10:00.  Possible agenda item: UC 
CONSER podcasts (from Valerie) 
 
 
 
 


